MADALITSO'S GUIDE TO FRANCE

Setting up on a backstreet in Arles for a live video – click link
Prologue
The two musicians of Madalitso Band are busily working in the equatorial sun, moulding
and burning bricks again, as they were doing last year when there was no live music anywhere in
the world, as day labourers for other people's houses. After a successful thirty-six concert tour of
France in two-thousand-and-twenty-one, from which we returned to Malawi a month ago, the bricks
they are making today are for modest houses of their own, that they will hope to complete before
the rains come down in December.
Here is the story of Madalitso Band on tour in France in a year where there were almost no
international bands on tour anywhere in the world. Two street musicians from Southern Africa who
one day at the turn of the millennium decided to build there own instruments to recreate the sounds
they'd heard on their wireless radio sets growing up. A band who before twenty-seventeen had never
left their own country, but who have now played more than a hundred shows in Europe, and have a
growing fan base all over the world, of people attracted to the pure and infectious joy of their music.
I could make this story about the musical side of the tour: the amazing hospitality we receive
from total strangers, who welcome us into their homes, cook us food, tell us their stories and listen
to ours; the wonderful locations we play, from mountains in the Alps to beaches on the Med, to
villages in Drome, to castled cities in the North; the interesting people we meet, some who've been
to Malawi long ago, and others who've never heard of it, but now just want to know all they can
about it. We could easily fill these pages with such stories, but I rather thought it would be fun to
focus on the cultural aspect of the tour: to try to show how Europe looks through the eyes of Yobu
and Yosefe, as interpreted by me.
So I hope that some of these stories will make you smile – two guys from a supposedly poor
country indifferent to the most reputed cuisine in the world, refusing offers to go out with pretty
girls after the concerts and their obsession with a certain Panda and martial artist named Po. The
tour this year was rich, diverse and memorable, and we are grateful for every minute of it. But the
fact that it took a month for our stomachs to get back to normal will hopefully begin to speak of the
perspective we're coming from here.

Concrete goes on the walls of Yobu's humble abode which was started after the first tour in 2018
Day Off
I hate days off. Especially around dinner time. Here we are in Toulouse, the 'Pink City' of
France, the gateway to Spain with its magnificent seven arched bridge dating back to the
seventeenth century (ironically called 'Chateauneuf' - 'Newbridge'), three musicians from Africa
with a bag full of euros we've collected from cash sales of vinyls, tank tops, Malawian coffee and
other merch, and we can't find a place to eat.
It's eight pm and the sun is edging behind the multi-story buildings, as we walk along
Boulevard Lascrosses, past countless restaurants of which only the Dominoes raises some eyebrows
from the boys.
“Koma tinadaya pizza masana!” I say – 'But we had pizza for lunch!'
“Koma Nilu. Sindikufuna kudya nkhono wamva!” jokes Yobu with his hysterical laughter –
'But Neil. I don't want to eat snails okay!' As if the only two options for food in France are pizza or
snails.
“You eat mouse? You eat grasshopper?” Yobu will proudly challenge, when there is an
enquiry as to why they are refusing mussels or some other 'unusual' food. After four years touring
around Europe it's become a regular part of our conversation, and it's indeed quite interesting. In
Malawi you can buy field mice on sticks by the side of the road, a rare delicacy. In the season,
grasshoppers are fried and make a tasty and nutritious snack. Just as Europeans may turn their noses
up at the idea of eating such things, so do our musicians turn their noses up at much of the food put
on their plates in France.
Outside the Thai restaurant people are eating rice or noodles, but the bean sprouts mixed
with peppers and mushrooms seems to Yosefe as some kind of worm stew, and he is just looking at
me shaking his head with his mouth pursed as if to say, 'please Neil. Not this. Anything but this!'
In the job description of 'Band Manager' it says that one of the duties is to be the responsible
one. On the road there will no doubt be lots of drinking, parties and late nights, and as the manager
you have to make sure that the musicians control themselves and don't over do it. Funny thing is
that neither of the musicians in Madalitso Band drink or party, and the only person in danger of
overdoing it is me. The challenge of being the responsible one in Madalitso, is just the challenge of
making sure that they eat!
In the end we found ourselves at the tourist part of town where we could satisfy everyone's
needs – a typical French bistro with an outdoor terrace - though it also happened to be the most
expensive joint in town. More than an hour of wandering along busy streets packed with restaurants
of every kind to to end up eating steak and chips for Yosefe, steak and rice for Yobu, and garlic
prawns and chips for me. For once the 'well-done' steaks we ordered were actually cooked through.

The boys were happy. I ordered a beer to eat with my 'snails'.

At 'Le Florida' in down-town Toulouse waiting for the closest thing to Malawi Street Food
Expensive Food
I've lived in Malawi for nine years now and have gotten used to the simplicity of the food.
The thing I love about Malawian food is how fresh it often is. And in fact it's often the cheaper,
more local food which is better than the stuff you get in supermarkets and restaurants. The irony of
an economy in which many farmers grow food to eat rather than cash crops to sell, is that while the
GDP is one of the lowest in the world, the quality of the food that people who can famously earn
$200 a year eat, is actually very high.
Neither of the musicians from Madalitso Band went as far as secondary school, and in fact
Yosefe, the guitar-playing, foot-drumming, hype man, who incidentally builds the instruments too,
has never been to any kind of school. They grew up in the 'village' setting, with an old fashioned
education in the traditional oral manner. They are two of the most cultured, disciplined and wellmannered people I know.
Yobu speaks a little English, but just enough for very basic communication, and Yosefe
doesn't speak it or care to speak it at all. And yet sometimes the way they describe things in Europe
seems to have come straight out of a hippy magazine. The first time they ate a MacDonald's for
example, it was in Denmark I think, I've never seen such grimaces in my life. “Is this food?” Yobu
asked, continuing that the bun was in fact made from flexafoam, a common material used for
mattresses in their homeland.
On the other end of the spectrum you have gourmet French food which is famed all over the
world for its sophistication and wonder. It's why when we are on tour in France that we have to send
out a memo to all the venues and festivals we are playing that says – THESE MUSICIANS LIKE
SIMPLE FOOD. The normal European thing to do when you have a guest is to offer something
extravagant and interesting. All we have to say to that is, 'please don't. Cook the meat well with just
some onions, tomato and salt, and serve it with some plain rice and boiled vegetables and we'll be
happy. And if those products happen to be locally sourced and organic, then we'll be more than
happy, we'll feel at home.
And then a niggling voice asks, 'but what about the Fanta?' Well I promised a story, I never
said it would be without certain inconsistencies. We're speaking about life after all! I cry sometimes
in Malawi, that for all the sugar cane found everywhere, mangoes, papaya and abundance of fresh
fruit it's almost impossible to find freshly squeezed juices, and the drink of celebration for many
will doubtless be produced by the Coca-Cola company.

Local courgettes & organic duck with natural Malawian chillies and Fanta
Apero in the days of quarantine
We must have experienced one of the most beautiful quarantines in the history of recent
times. Thankfully France didn't do the UK thing of insisting on quarantine hotels, and nor did they
put Malawi on the red list simply for being from the Global South. It meant we were able to spend
our first week at the house of our booker, TiB, in a small village outside Lyon, overlooking the big
city from a plateau of the valley.
It was a stunning view to wake up to everyday, though it rained most of the time, which was
quite unusual for June in that region. It was a much needed moment to relax after visa chaos and all
the worries as to whether we'd even make it over here. Madalitso were some of the first Malawians
to get Schengen visas since the pandemic had begun, and this year it was a far cry from our usual
process in other years, which simply entailed going into a Norwegian Embassy run office in
Lilongwe for processing.
The office, which was the only place to process visas in Malawi for the whole Schengen
region, had been closed since covid had started. It meant we had to use all our connections to go via
the honorary French consulate in Blantyre, through the French Embassy in South Africa, via The
French Interior Ministry in Paris, back to the Norwegian Embassy in Oslo, and down again to the
Norwegian Embassy in Lilongwe, so that they could make an exception and open for us. We were
thankful, even then we missed fifteen concerts, further delayed by the fact that the passports took
over a week to arrive from Johannesburg with DHL. We were just grateful though to have the visas,
when many bands from other countries weren't so fortunate. Madalitso means Blessings after all.
The time in quarantine Chez TiB was my first time to understand the French culture of
'apero', a parallel in many ways to the British culture of 'tea and biscuits', which being a former
British Colony, had been adopted by Malawi, though there it's normally 'tea and bread'. When it was
time for apero there would be a beer or a glass of wine for three drinkers, and some local juice for
Yobu, Yosefe and the kids – apple juice being the Madalitso all time favourite drink. This would be
accompanied by some crisps, another Madalitso favourite, as well as dried meat or cheese. After
four tours in France, I was glad by now that at least one of the boys, Yosefe, had acquired the taste
for cheese. He was still a way away from Maroilles, but on the road there at least.
For all our challenges with food in Europe, here at the house of TiB it was perfect every day,
and over the tour also, we would be back here almost once a week, and it was always a peaceful
moment for our stomachs. These dinners were moments of pure joy as we played with the beautiful
children and talked about life with TiB and his wife. When your deepest and most important
relationship in a country is like this, no matter what happens, you never feel far from home.

Chez TiB in the small rural village of Yzeron, with our adopted family
Playing With Children
I did a small experiment recently where I asked friends from different social groups what the
phrase 'playing with children' meant to them. Unsurprisingly perhaps, all of my European and
American friends thought of paedophilia. Among my African friends it was fifty-fifty, depending on
whether they'd come across the meme or not. To many of my friends here the answer was simply
that it meant jumping up and down with a skipping rope or hide and seek.
One of the funnier experiences for Madalitso in this regard was a few years ago when we
were sat in an Italian restaurant in London. There was a group of young teenage school kids and at
some point their teacher came up to our table tutting and shaking her head. “This is disgraceful. I'm
reporting this to the manager!” A few minutes later the restaurant manager came over and asked us
to stop it. But stop what? I had to ask the teacher what we had done that was so 'disgraceful'.
As it turned out, a schoolboy and a schoolgirl had been making eye contact with Yobu and
they'd been winking at eachother. The boy had winked at Yobu and Yobu had winked back. The girl
had done the same and Yobu had responded. This had made the kids giggle, and in the eyes of the
teacher was tantamount to paedophilia. Trying to explain to Yobu why this was 'wrong' in my
broken Chichewa and his broken English was no easy task.
Often though the innocence of Madalitso in this regard has very positive outcomes. Kids
always of course come up to them after concerts and neither of the boys hesitate for a second in
picking up one of those children into their arms, as is quite normal for human adults to do. It's
amazing to see the faces of the parents, who at first are shocked about what is happening, but soon
see the happiness in the faces and giggles of their kids, that they drop their guard back down again.
I hope Madalitso never have to learn why such natural human behaviour has been outlawed in the
West, but for now it's just great to be on tour in Europe, to remind the world of some of the most
basic humanity that has been lost in the name of progress.

Making new fans - After the show at the community inclusive PikNik festival in Annecy
Kufatsa
Something that I've always found confusing in Malawi has been the general behaviour of
women and girls. My sister-in-law lived with us for over a year and we never uttered more than a
few words to eachother. A ten year old girl will come to the house and sit quietly on the sofa for
hours and respond in monosyllables to any question.
I really never thought about until a few experiences in Europe with Yobu and Yosefe in
which the tables were completely reversed. That is to say, something that Madalitso have always
found confusing in Europe, has been the general behaviour of women too. I can try to explain it by
introducing you to a new word I learned at a Pizzeria in Chalons-Sur-Saone – Kufatsa.
We had played our thirty-first concert up in Bagnolet and were heading to our French basecamp in Yzeron for a day off before the final five concerts, which would be in Mens, Ardeche,
Vaour and back to Paris where we would also catch the flight home. I'd used the excuse that I
wanted to buy some wine from Burgundy to call Marion and ask if we could have lunch together,
since her town was on the way. We had all been quite enamoured by Marion, and since she worked
for our booking agency, she was someone we had actually gotten to know a little bit. With the kind
of tour we do, it's seldom that you even get to meet the same person twice, but here we were about
to meet Marion for the third time.
She was indeed beautiful, with big round eyes, but also just somebody really enjoyable to be
with and talk to. When she left the table for a moment, Yobu and Yosefe leaned across the table full
of excitement saying, “Kufatsa. Kufatsa!” It was as though they'd discovered some secret treasure
never before seen in France. I was puzzled. It was my first time to hear the word. “What does
'Kufatsa' mean?” I asked.
Yobu had translated the word as 'quiet', but Google translate chose the word 'meek'. To my
mind Marion was neither of those things, but it was very clear from the way the boys had said it that
it was a compliment and meant as a kind of reverence. So ever since returning to Malawi, I've been
asking friends about it to try to get a clearer idea of this word, which has no direct translation into
the English language.
One of my friends said that it's the thing which gives Malawian women their gravitas. It's a
way of behaving that people are brought up with – a way of sitting quietly and assessing a situation
well before opening your mouth to interject. It's a precursor to the grace and elegance that
Malawian people have, something I myself noticed as soon as I arrived here all those years ago. At
the same time though, I've often heard Kufatsa spoken about in a negative way – being the reason
Malawians get easily 'walked over' as the English expression goes. Trying to explain the depth of a
culture through a word is impossible, but as a writer, one word, is at least one word.

Enjoying olives and apple juice while discussing and contemplating our cultural learnings
Music and Location
I haven't written much about the musical experience of the tour and that's partly because
'writing about music is like dancing about architecture,' as goes the quote. It's also because every
show goes pretty much the same way. The band arrives on stage and the audience looks in awe at
their home made instruments. Yobu's huge one-string babatone is always the cause of much
curiosity, but also the way he rests it against the cow-skin kick drum which Yosefe sits upon with
his battered four string guitar, and how they look as a pair. Then the music starts with the kick on
every beat and the babatone's sound rising and falling while the guitar stums rhythmically in the
background. Within seconds you will see audience members tapping their feet and nodding their
heads to the infectious groove, and when the trance is in place Yobu's soaring voice will break in,
followed by Yosefe's delicious harmony.
After a hundred shows on tour with them I have never tired of their show, so when I say it's
'pretty much the same', I mean it's boring to write about every show, but never boring to experience.
I know now that by the third song is when audiences will normally have fought their inhibition and
have gotten to their feet with some gentle dancing. I know the kind of gig that by song five the
audience will be dancing ecstatically and smiling as though it's their first time to smile since some
kind of spiritual winter. All the while Yosefe has his head tilted to the side while Yobu's piercing
gaze is scanning the audience to lock eyes with whoever they find. It's a magnificent experience for
all involved and a time to experience the joy and healing power of music and dance has never been
so strong as it was in twenty-twenty-one.
The main difference with the gigs is that we sometimes play at small venues, sometimes at
theatres, sometimes at village fairs and sometimes at nationally renowned music festivals, such as
Fest des Suds in Arles, where Madalitso were received as one of the absolute highlights of the week
long event. I won a cocktail at the latter mentioned event, after betting that the seated crowd would
be on their feet by song three and in wild ecstatic dancing by song five. The girl who made the bet
had worked at the festival for many years but had never seen Madalitso, so I had an unfair
advantage. But isn't that what making bets is all about?
The truth is that every single venue we find ourselves in, we are showered with love, respect
and good vibes, from the moment we arrive until the moment we leave. After concerts we always
set up a table to sell merch but also to connect with the audiences and the compliments are never
ending. “Bravo. That was so Beautiful. Wow you guys are amazing. What is that instrument? One
string! You made it yourself? You write all those songs? You're smile is so amazing. Thank you for
sharing your joy with the world. Thank you. Thank you!”

Solar Stage on top of the world in Serre Chevalier
Kung Fu Panda
In the last week of the tour we were joined by my brother, a film-maker based in the UK,
who wanted to document some of the tour, to continue from the short doc he made of the 2019 tour.
He took a very nice interview when we had a day off in Ardeche and one of his questions was about
the gig in Arles. What he wanted to know was why Yobu and Yosefe, who were so often the stars of
these festivals, as was the case in Arles, always went straight to their hotel rooms after the concerts
to watch Kung Fu Panda. In many people's mind, part of the musician's life is to revel in the
moment and perhaps take advantage of it by hooking up with some pretty girls. There are lots of
pretty girls in France after all, and indeed many of them would have loved to spend more time with
the two.
Yobu responded like this. “Firstly, Kung Fu Panda is great art. Kung Fu Panda, Zootopia...
Ok. So when it comes to foreign movies we love the animations. They are just really well done and
the stories have a great moral. Apart from that it's about the impression we leave in people's minds.
When they have seen us on stage, that's how we want them to remember us. So we want that to be
our memory. Madalitso on stage. So after the concert we prefer to go to the hotel and relax away
from all the people. Finally it's just that we don't want to hook up with random girls. We are family
minded people so we want to stay away from all that.”
Another interesting Kung Fu Panda story is about how Yobu became a prophet. I'd in fact
never enquired, but after the concert in Talange, at the Theatre Jacques Brel, he was asked, and he
answered like this. “Well it was many years ago. I think I was eighteen and I had a dream. In the
dream I was fighting armies of people. People just kept on coming and coming and no matter how
many I defeated more kept on coming. Thousands of them and I was alone and fighting them all.
(Hence why I connect the story to Kung Fu Panda! Watch the intro if you haven't.) When they had
all been defeated I woke up. It was a vivid dream and I told my pastor at church. He said that the
dream was because I was a prophet. Of course I laughed at it because it was impossible.
“But some years later, just after I'd met Yosefe and we had started Madalitso band, we were
walking together in area 47 of Lilongwe when all of a sudden a ball of fire appeared in the sky and
came towards me and smashed into me. I lay unconscious for a while and when I woke up that was
it. I was changed.”
Of course he was telling this story among theatre folk so when I had finished translating the
story, which I myself was hearing for the first time, there were many questions. “So Yosefe saw the
whole thing,” I asked. Yobu and Yosefe nodded in unison. “What was the weather like,” someone
asked. “Was it not lightning?” Yosefe took the answer. “The sky was clear blue without even a
cloud. No. It was a ball of fire.” “What was changed when you woke up?” Someone asked. “I could

see,” said Yobu. “I could see those things which before I couldn't see. Those things that ordinarily
cannot be seen.”
The other reason I connect this story to Kung Fu Panda, is because it was while watching
Kung Fu Panda with our French family, in French, that I learnt the word, 'Elu', meaning prophet or
chosen one. “Like Neo from the Matrix,” my friend had said. It's funny what translating words into
different languages brings about.

Carnival scene from Bagnolet, at one of the roughest neighbourhoods in Paris
Katangale
A big song from the tour this was Katangale and the band played it at almost every concert.
It's very interesting how music can transcend language. For example when they sing Jingo Janga,
which was the song they played at every concert in 2019, the audience often forms a circle and
become very playful about how they dance – the interesting point then is that the song Jingo Janga
is about kids skipping rope together – music transcends language. When they sing a love song like
Nambe I will often see couples in the audience holding hands, even though they have never even
come across the Chichewa language before.
Katangale is a song about corruption, and what I found interesting was how relevant the
lyrics were to the world in 2021. Do you know that the Economist magazine voted Malawi the only
country to actually become more democratic during the COVID pandemic... That's saying a lot
since corruption in Malawi has been headline news for as long as I can remember. But to our credit,
when the government ordered a lock-down, the public went straight to the courts who agreed it was
unconstitutional. It's a day to day hustle to put food on the table so with a lock-down it would have
been adding insult to injury.
The audiences this year went wild when they sang this song and often asked for the meaning
afterwards. When they would ask Yobu if it was about corruption in Malawi he would plainly reply,
'corruption everywhere!' The French public loved that response. 'Yes my friends it's true. There is
too much corruption in France also!' I would love to speak more about this but perhaps another day
in another article.
For now let me take you to this picture below and ask you the question we asked ourselves.
'What do kings, queens, politicians, CEOs from major corporations, and all those people who make
decisions for us, the people, really talk about behind those closed walls? Are they thinking about
what is best for us or about what is best for them?' These are the lyrics of the song Katangale, and
in these times, I'm not at all surprised it resonated the way it did.

Interesting to contemplate the conversations that went on here over the centuries
Luso
“What is the main difference you find between Malawi and France?” asks my brother, the
interviewer. “In Malawi the government doesn't care about art (luso). They can sometimes support
sports, but even that, not much. But as for art (luso) - music, film, writing, painting - they do
nothing. In France the government supports the arts so much. Not only the government but the
people too. We feel that a lot when we are here.”
We were privileged to be interviewed by Soro Solo in Arles, who is one of the foremost
voices on African music in the whole of France. The way he was so excited when they played was
so moving, and his praise and positive words resonated with us for long after his meeting. West
African music is very well known in France, but very little about Southern African music, which
has a totally different sound, feel and even approach. One of the things we talked about incidentally
was the fact that it is easier for African bands to tour Europe or America than it is to tour Africa.
One of the biggest things we need to work on back home, are ways of doing local tours, even if we
have to fund them ourselves.
There was one concert in Malawi we never forget, which was a cultural event organised by
Music Crossroads at Kayesa Inn near the Zambia border in Mtchinji. It was the first time Madalitso
have played a big stage concert in a village setting. When they sang the song 'Chikondi Cholawa',
'The taste of Love', all the women were dancing and hollering while Yobu and Yosefe played their
hearts out to a local crowd. The concert in Zimbabwe at HIFA was similar and the dream of touring
around the SADC region and Africa in general remains strong. We just have to find a way.

Art upon art upon art
Conclusion
Yobu, Yosefe and myself are three people who came together through music. My life is
richer for knowing them and they tell me the feeling is mutual. I cannot write about the tour this
year without mentioning TiB again, our booker from Yzeron, who put it all together. After three
years we are more like a family now also, and the bond was further strengthened by spending the
one week quarantine at his house with his family. It is actually TiB who books all our concerts in
France, and his company who sort out all the crazy French administration.
It is he who writes to all the venues and asks them to cook us some homely and simple food,
and asks them to put us up for an extra night where necessary and pay us well. It is he who creates a
document for the tour which tells me when to leave, how long to drive, when to arrive and do
soundcheck, when the concert is, who we'll be meeting, where to sleep and all the rest. It was he
who helped get a special pass from the French Interior Ministry which allowed us to get a visa in
the Covid year, where many other bands didn't. It was he who convinced all the venues and festivals
to keep our name on their list and our place on their line up, because we would make it. None of
this would have been possible without having this spiritual brother on the other side of the world.
So now the tour is done and we've all gone our separate ways. TiB prepares for the winter
season in France with his other groups, while already starting to make links for the tour next
summer. Yobu and Yosefe carry on building their first houses, and I write this and work on the
documentary project we did this year, and think about how to make it a bigger documentary next
year, when we hope to do Europe again, as well as the first tour of USA. Madalitso will soon be
back on the streets busking, partly because it's the life they know and a musician needs to keep
practising to stay in shape, but also partly because they are still not getting other gigs here at home –
'the prophet is never a prophet at home' goes the saying, particularly relevant to musicians who've
found more success abroad.
My reasons for writing this were partly to get it out of my system, but also to share some of
the ups and downs of life on tour. There is often a feeling that just because there is so much noise
about people from the African continent trying to go to Europe or America, that Madalitso should
be grateful just for the fact of having the opportunity to be there. Of course we are grateful, our
gratitude us endless, but in fact, as this year showed very clearly, it's Europeans who are also
extremely grateful for having a band from Africa in their garden for a while.
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